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Hand Support System

3rd Hand Support System
Upper Hand
FC3-HAND-5HD

The 3rd Hand is the help you have been looking for.
It is rugged, built to last a lifetime and it is never
late for work! If you ever wished you had an extra
hand... here it is! The 3rd hand can brace, clamp, or
provide support wherever and whenever you might
need it. The Upper Hand is made specifically for
installing upper cabinets when the base cabinets are
not in, but has many uses.
Key Features include: 150lb load capacity, 28” to
60” extension, neoprene grip, action lever for secure
pressure, fully articulating head and foot, quick
release lever and microadjust the height.

3rd Hand

Little Hand HD

Support System FC3-HAND-15.7HD

The Little Hand HD is designed to support the upper
cabinets after the base cabinets have been installed.
This innovative product removes all the hassle of
supporting upper cabinets during the installation.
The Little Hand HD comes stock with 2 large 6”x6”
UniversalFEET that create a stable platform.
Key Features include: 150lb load capacity, 16.5”
to 22.8” extension, neoprene grip, action lever for
secure pressure, fully articulating head and foot,
quick release lever and micoradjust the height.

Universal Foot

3rd Hand HD Bag

Convenient Storage FC3-HCARRYINGBAG

The 3rd Hand HD Carry Bag conveniently stores up
to FOUR 3rd Hands and their accessories. Now you
can keep them all in one easy to access spot.
Part #
FC3-H 3RD HAND
FC3-H LITTLE
FC3-H UPPER
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Height
57” to 144”
16.5” to 22.8”
28” to 60”

Little Hand
16.5” to 22.8”

Key Features include: Free standing foot, oversized
footprint, rugged and sturdy design.

28” to 60”

Increase the functionality of your 3rd Hand HD,
Upper Hand and the Little Hand HD by using this
innovative accessory. The UniversalFOOT enables
you to free-stand your 3rd or Little Hand, and it can
be used as a “TopFOOT” for increased platform
surface area. Essential for cabinet makers.

Upper Hand

57” to 144”

For the 3rd Hand, Little Hand, and
Upper Hand
FC3-HAND-UNI
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Dollies/ Jacks

Positioning Accessory

FC3-H LMOUNT

For those of you who need to do many jobs, here is FastCap’s latest innovation. It is called the
LaserMount. The LaserMount gives you the precise functionality of Laserjamb and the unparalleled
ease of the 3rd Hand HD. Out new LaserMount easily slides onto any 3rd Hand, turning it instantly into a
precision laser positioning device. Combine it with our iLm-XL Laser for the ultimate leveling too.
Key Features include: 3rd Hand HD, adjustable laser support, reaches up to 12’-6” and used for exterior
and interior uses.

Speed-Dollie

Mini Mover FCSPEED DOLLIE

Speed Dollie from FastCap will optimize your time. It is fast, easy and compact enough to
maneuver in those tight spaces!
Key Features include: Amazing 250lb capacity, made of durable aluminum and light weight and
compact.
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Laser Mount

Jack

FCJACK

The Jack makes it easy to lift base cabinets, install shims, or adjust leg levelers. Use it for
the installation of heavy doors or pulling together wood flooring, then work it overtime
as a spreader and heavy-duty clamp. You can’t do JACK without the JACK!!!
Key Features include: Rated to lift 70lbs, up to 23” spread, up to 15.25” lift and up to
13.3” clamp.

Premium Furniture Pads

Seamless one piece construction outer layer material offers soft, yet
high quality and durable protection. Construction with 1” zig zag locked
stitched quilting and secured with double stitched binding, finished with
square corners for firmness and neatness. Available only in blue. Available
only in size 72”x80”.
Part #
DHFP-HD
DHFP-MD

Description
6.75 lbs medium weight
5lbs medium weight

Cs Qty
12
12
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